Green leaves are gone

INTRODUCTION
In December 2015, Anghiari Dance Hub organized a five days meeting between Italian and
Egyptian dance artists at the CCDC Center in Cairo.
Four Italian dance artists met five Egyptian dance artists and began their research on movement by
sharing their own creative questions within the format of a daily, informal working plan made by
the sharing of personal practices that ended with a sharing presentation.
We kept the connection and an open dialogue with the goal to be a platform of intercultural
exchange focusing on performing arts and live performance.
Our research began as an exploration of personalities and we discovered our diversity and even
more our common points.
A strong, non leading democratic working group with artists that have an ongoing desire to work
together a year after their first meeting.
There was a flow of connections produced a great potential in sharing more experiences, that
makes harmony.

CONCEPT

“The Mediterranean area starts at the first olive tree and ends at the first palm grove”.
Predrag Matvejevic

What it means to disappear?
The concept of disappearing at the moment exist in every human field.
In every society everything is going to disappear: opportunities, wishes, wellness.
Just by starting an approximate reflection on the idea of disappearing we can test how this concept
exist around us:
- Cultural: is not anymore active to connect the different societies and turned to be just empty box,
at the moment it is hard to find the soul of a community.
- Economical: the global market is going to be against the local economy. The people are not
anymore able to be a part of the economy, both Italian and Egyptian people have to follow the
current of the opportunities. Always more Egyptian people find in Italy the gate of wellness, on the
other side Italians is going away from their country to find opportunities. This behaviour to
abandon our homeland is common in all the Mediterranean areas and is not just about trade or
discovery, is about necessity to find something better. What it means root, identity when people,

not even just artists, spent their life to reach opportunities away from the homeland? Will they live
with a constant nostalgia?
It is easy to see how economical development influence our life. If we think about food policies,
just as example, in both our countries, we can see how local economics are destroyed by big
organizations that is not interested anymore in the specific potentials of small-scale productions.
Always more powerful organization is supporting import export instead then the values of the local
economies.
This means that we all became a consumer community that is following the laws of the global
market.
This means to disappear.
- Physical: how many times happen that we want to be someone else?
We live out of models of beauty which are idols instead of the essence that everyone has. In the
amazing studies of David Le Breton we can read pages of description from the anthropologist
about the fake models of physical perception that we have around us. Also we are living in the
moment of stereotyping people based on the geographical belonging.
- Social: in this moment we have the chance to hide our individual identity.
We live inside a parallel reality that always more give to us the possibility to lose a real relation
with others. If you don’t like yourself you can find another identity to show to others trough digital
world. At this moment your real image start to change, to disappear.
- Political: disappearing of people, disappearing of countries, disappearing of minority groups.
Unfortunately in Mediterranean area and above always more happen that the consequence of
political decision put a lot of people in hard situations.
By observing all the points listed above we can reflect on the effects of this change.
We found out that by this unbalanced points we start to lose our community values. Even if in
every society are different those are always more disappearing to became something set from
outside.
Also the spaces that we have around - as individual and community - are changed: the meeting
points for the people are shifting from a real space to a digital space.
The time is suspended.
Is not even a conceptual and abstract idea of shifting space and time is a practical thing that
everyone can figure out in daily life.
The micro consequences regards our own individuality and from those we start to work in artistic
field sharing different experiences of disappearing, someone felt the weight of this, someone else
just feel the wish of disappearing.

METHODOLOGY

We firmly believe that live group movement shared in the security of a space provided for this
research can arrive at something more substantial, more intrinsic than words.
The project is based on the exchange of movement and life experience between Italian and
Egyptian choreographers. The necessity is to have a confrontation on both physical and conceptual
issues. In this way it is possible to understand what connect us and what divide us.
This starts our research on our different ways of composing movement to find a common and new
ways of Work that keep also the individuality of each choreographer to reach our goal. After
sharing residency periods which lead us to creation.
Thanks to this meeting we found, beside our cultural difference, a lot of possibilities generated by
small details. Those details opened up so many new layers, interesting for the methodology of
work and for the concept of the project.
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SCHEDULE

We expect to complete the project over a two year period (2017/2018), in order to build a strong
partnership between the Italian and Egyptian cultural structures and to make possible for the
dance artists to develop a deep knowledge of their research.
Rehearsal periods - Italy
- Marche Teatro, InTeatro Polverigi (AN), from 28/11/2017 to 11/12/2017
- La Stalla, Fanna (PN), from 12/12/2017 to 21/12/2017
- Marche Teatro, InTeatro Polverigi (AN), from 26/12/2017 to 31/12/2017
- Casa del Teatro Due Mondi, Faenza from 02/01/2018 to 08/01/2018
- Teatro Cartiera - Compagnia Abbondanza/Bertoni, Rovereto (TN) from 08/01/2018 to 13/01/2018
Rehearsal period - Egypt
- Between the beginning of march 2018 and the and April we are planning to spend 2 week in
Cairo
Presentation
The group is trying to organize some sharing moments in both countries, Italy and Egypt between
spring and summer 2018.
At the moment we are defining the scheduling in some festivals. We are developing a dance
proposal adaptable in both conventional and unconventional spaces. It can be make in site specific
contests. We are trying to develop a methodology that give us the possibility to work in the spaces
that we have because for us is important to work also on the disappearing of a specific
geographical contests.
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